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NEW QUESTION: 1
Examples of transformation in the ETL process onclude:
A. Structure changes
B. Hierarchical changes
C. Re-ordering
D. Semantic conversions
E. None of the above
F. De-duping
Answer: A,C,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the default policy setting for the anonymous user on a
SharePoint site?
A. Deny All
B. None

C. Deny Write
D. Read
Answer: C
Explanation:
C The default policy for the anonymous user is 'None'. No
additional permission restrictions are applied to site
anonymous users. Answer option B is incorrect. With the Read
policy enabled, anonymous users can read content, unless the
site administrator turns off anonymous access. Answer option D
is incorrect. With the Deny Write policy enabled, anonymous
users cannot write content, even if the site administrator
specifically attempts to grant the anonymous user account that
permission. Answer option A is incorrect. With the Deny All
policy enabled, anonymous users cannot have any access, even if
site administrators specifically attempt to grant the anonymous
user account access to their sites.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the most appropriate way to control who can create work
item attachments? (Choose One)
A. Enable attachment level security
B. Configure an attachment category
C. Provide a role-based attachment security
D. Define a specific access group
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user reports that their PC will not boot after multiple
attempts. Which of the following should be the technician's
FIRST response?
A. "Is the PC plugged in?"
B. "Do you see lights on the PC?"
C. "Are you able to log in?"
D. "Do you hear a clicking sound?"
Answer: B
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